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LETTERS 
Dear RAIN, 
I apologize to Michael Marien and his 
short-haired auto mechanic for my polemic 
and dumb statement about not trusting 
short-haired mechanics (as contrasted with 
competent hippies). My comment was large-
ly poetic, referring to a particular time and 
place when countercultural types suddenly 
turned to useful ~raft and showed great skill 
at it. Some hippie newcomers are superbly 
competent, often more so than very compla-
cent old-timers who have been coasting on 
past glories. But few young people, short or 
long-haired, can hope to be as competent, for 
a long time, as the truly gifted, great, older 
craftspeople who are a grace and a blessing in 
so many neighborhoods. 
Again , I apologize for a flip and silly re-
mark that hadn' t nearly enough basis in ex-
perience to be stated so emphatically. 
And, regarding that high-faluting letter 
from Undercurrents about no-one knows 
what a BTU is: no one, as he puts it, except 
in North America. Where does he suppose 
we live? No matter how hard they try, the 
British are unable to be civil to us colonials. 
Karl Hess 
Kearneysville, WV 
RAIN 
Dear Rainfolks, 
Your article on the Northwest Power Play 
(Jan. and Feb. /Mar.) reminds me of stories 
my father used to tell me of when he used to 
work for a power company 30 years ago in 
northeastern Massachusetts. The big indus-
try in the northeastern U.S. before WWII 
was the textile industry . These mills were 
built along the numerous rivers in the area. 
Dams were built and each mill had its own 
hydro-electric generating capabilities. After 
the war, the textile industry in this area be-
gan to die out due to more modern factories 
being built elsewhere. Rather than abandon-
ing the buildings, the owners sold or rented 
the space to other bus~nesses, luring them in 
with their electricity . Then my father came 
in as a salesman for some big power company 
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and convinced them that his power was far 
superior to the electricity generated by their 
own generators. And they bought it. The 
next time I see my father I'll have to ask him 
about what kind of rates he offered these 
businesses as compared to what the private 
sector was paying and where nuclear power 
came into the picture. 
Peace, 
Jay Armour 
Centerport, NY 
FOOD 
·- --------
The Soy of Cooking: A Tofu and Tempeh 
Recipe Book, compiled by Reggi Norton 
and Martha Wagner, 1980, $2.25 post-
paid from: 
White Crane 
P.O. Box3081 
Eugene, OR 97403 
Having recently rediscovered tempeh (the 
first time, someone told me it would taste 
like chicken!), The Soy of Cooking was, for 
Dear Cloud, 
Sounds like it was a gdod trip to China. 
Everybody seems to be heading East and I'm 
jealous. Ken Butti, co-author of The Golden . 
Thread, is leading a trip to China to extend 
his researches . 
I'm finding haiku in subway stations and 
trying to get the local TV to show four 10-
second public service announcements I made 
on solar-south-facing windows, south-fac-
ing porch as greenhouse, air collectors and 
breadbox hot water. Also tried to run down 
solar financing plans. San Francisco's Con-
tinental Savings & Loan seems to be it except 
for Ne"':' Jersey Mortgage Finance Corp. and 
ACCESS 
me, a welcome addition to the RAIN library .. 
This 24-page booklet packs in recipes for 
such delectables as Tofu Mousaka, Tempeh 
Shish-kebabs and Tempeh "Sloppy Joes." 
I'm still hesitant about the "Nearly Chick-
en" Tempeh Salad. · 
In contrast to many tofu/tempeh cook-
books that read like an alchemist's brew, the 
ingredients used fc,r these recipes are familiar 
and easily come by. Reasonably priced,. The 
Soy of Cooking is a painless and imaginative 
way to add variety and nutritive content to 
your diet without forsaking your palate! 
-LS 
---- -- ---- --- -- - - - ------ - - - - - -
AGRICULTURE 
The Fruited Plain: The Story of American 
Agriculture, by W~ter Ebeling, 1980, 446 
pp., $22.50 from: 
University of California Press 
2233 Fulton St. 
Berkeley, CA 94720 
Understanding how and why things got to be 
the way they are is an important part of de-
veloping a realistic alternative. The increas-
ing trend towards a homogenized and centra-
lized agriculture is a national problem, but 
the incredible diversity of country and people 
that make up. America's rural landsc.ape re-
quires solutions that draw .on the strengths 
of local agriculture. 
The Fruited Plain offers a stunning view of 
the sweep of agriculture across the continent, 
region by region, from the early Native 
American farmers to the rise of the corporate 
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their idea of splitting financing between the 
portion covered by the tax rebate and the 
remainder (short term for 40%, longer for 
the other 60%, for instance). Bankers here 
have been quoted as saying very few people 
are asking for loans for any kind of solar. 
Yours, 
George Mokray 
Cambridge, Mass. 
P.S. Wouldn't it be nice to have solar and 
conservation spots sponsored by AS/ISES 
[American Section, Int~rnational Solar En-
ergy Society], or Solar Lobby, or (God help 
us) the Advertising Council on national TV? 
agribusiness complex. Ebeling begins with a 
vivid description of the land and native vege-
tation, then follows groups of settlers into 
the wilderness as they seek their new home. 
In many other areas,. immigrant groups set-
tled in the country that most resembled their 
homeland. In other places, whole new cul-
tures were created by groups trying to get as 
far away from civilization as possible. In 
both cases, the traditions and practices of the 
early settlers left an imprint on regional agri-
culture that continues to this day. Some-
times the traditions go back even further: 
Indian women soaked the corn seed for a 
few days before planting four seeds to a hill. 
As in every other detail of corn planting, the 
English colonists followed this Indian cus-
tom: 
One for the squirrel, one for the crow 
one for the cutworm and one to grow. 
for the Indians the custom derived from the 
ancient Maya, who attached religious signif-
icanc~ to the four colors of their corn-
white, red, yellow, and blue-and to the 
four points of the compp.ss and the four gods 
who held up the corners of the earth and so 
influenced the wind and the rain. 
Ebeling describes the formation of our· 
. modern agricultural base, then describes the, 
predominant crops and techniques that are 
used in each region. Although he is clearly 
aware that there are some problems, he 
sometimes fails to closely examine the social 
and environmental implications of modern 
agricultural practices such as monocropping, 
pivot irrigation, mechanical harvesting, and 
pesticide use . Even so, these sections are a 
good, concise description of the components 
of agriculture in each part of the country . 
The book is heavily cross-referenced, and 
provides a good base for further research. 
-KB 
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Among the many visitors to Rainhouse in recent months we were 
pleased to greet noted scholar, researcher, philosopher and author 
Ivan Illich (see RAIN July '80). Illich was on his way from Ger-
many, where he'd been teaching medieval history, to Mexico, -
which he considers his home. He stopped over in Portland for one 
day, thanks to the people at Portland's Lewis and Clark College 
who invited him as their final speaker in a lecture series on educa-
tion. (Jllich 's Deschooling Society [1971] is a landmark work on the 
subject.) 
I went to Mexico when I was thrown out of Puerto Rico, of the 
directorship of the University, in 1960 because I wanted to go to a 
, place from where I could stop the coming of volunteers to Latin 
America. I did this for five years. I chose Mexico for obvious rea-
sons. I couldn't imagine myself to work in a Central American ba-
nana republic without creating major upheavals. Mexico is large 
enough to absorb me, I think. . . · 
Upon arriving in Portland Jllich asked to be taken to Rainhouse, 
where we enjoyed a short but fascinating conversation on a wide 
range of subjects. One of these was Shadow Work, his most recent 
book, which arrived here hot off the presses only two days before 
Illich himself. It is unusual to ask an author to review his own 
book. But Shadow Work represents a new dimension in Jllich' s 
thinking and, as such, does not clearly follow from his other books. 
I asked Jllich to tell us about the significance of Shadow Work. His 
remarks appear below, interspersed with some passagesfrom 
Shadow Work (indented], followed by his re-examination of the 
term "self-help," his thoughts on RAIN, and a brief commentary 
of my own. 
-MR . 
Shadow Work, by Ivan Illich, 1981, 152 
pp., $5.95 paperback, $15.00 library edi-
tion from: 
Marion Boyars, Inc. 
99 Main Street 
Salem, NH 03079 
Illich on Illich 
[Shadow work] comprises most housework women do in their 
homes and apartments, the activities connected with shopping, 
most of the homework of students cramming for exams, the 
toil expended commuting to and from the job. It includes the 
stress of forced consumption, the tedious and regimented sur-
render to therapists, compliance with bureaucrats, the prepara-
tion for work to which one is compelled, and many of the ac-
tivities usually labelled "family life" .. . [It is] a unique form 
of bondage, not muc.h closer to servitude than to either slavery 
or wage labor. 
I have the impression that what I'm onto now is more important 
than what I've done before. I'll spend the next few years-as long 
as it takes me-to do something that I would call a history of scar-
city. 
You'll find the first four chapters here are finished essays; the 
fifth one I put in without finishing it-it has a good bibliography. I 
was pushed into this by some articles on women's history .... 
I call the shadow economy the shadow of the market economy, 
which has grown up simultaneously with the market economy. If 
you look at libraries, you'll find hundreds of books about the his-
tory of wage work, which became the ideal-typical form of work 
with industrialization. You' ll find practically no reference to the 
fact that simultaneously with the expansion of wage labor, so-:called 
productive work, which very quickly was looked at outside of the 
house, for which the man in overalls is the archetype, a second new 
, "There is no subsistence-oriented 
society in which there are human 
activities . ... By saying this I go 
slightly already beyond what's in 
this book." -
type o.f activity, of work, developed, for which the woman in the 
domestic sphere became in the 19th century the archetype-activi-
ties which are totally dictated by the rhythm of consumption, 
which art> nt>ct>ssarv for tht> s:;rowth of the commodity economy, 
which are unpaid and as new as wage labor, because they represent 
an unpaid act~vity which does not contribute to subsistence. 
I have coined [the term shadow economy] to speak about 
transactions which are not in the monetized sector and yet do 
not exist in pre-industrial society . ... With the rise .of this 
shadow economy I observe the appearance of a new kind of toil 
which is not rewarded by wages, and yet contributes nothing 
to the household's independence from the market. 
In other terms I claim that, in no period before the industrial pe-
riod, either wage labor or its shadow (its complement, shadow 
work) existed, but people worked either as men or as women funda-
mentally together fo r the sustenance of the household. The eco- . 
nomic division between productive wage labor and domestic shadow 
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Mark Anderson 
work did not exist before we moved into the industrial period . 
In and through the family the two complementary forms of 
industrial work were now fused: wage work and shadow work. 
Man and.woman , both effectively estranged from subsistence 
activities , became the motive for the other's exploitation for 
the profit of the employer and investments in capital goods . 
. Increasingly, surplus was not invested only in the so-called 
means of production. Shadow work itself became more and 
more capital-intensive . Investments in the home, the garage 
and the kitchen reflect the disappearance of subsistence from 
cont.--
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the household, and the evidence of a growing monopoly of 
shadow work. 
There is no subsistence-oriented society, of which I know, in 
which there are human activities. Activities are either those of 
males or of females. Each society distributes thes~ concrete tasks in 
a different way. By saying this I go slightly already beyond what's 
in this book. 
You can characterize a society by describing this line which dis-
tinguishes the yang from the yin, the right hand from the left 
hand, men's activities from women's activities. None of this task 
distribution is natural-there is no activity which in some society 
is not attributed also to men, from labor at birth to bleeding at full 
moon. 
If this observation is correct-and I'm trying to launch research 
seminars in every major culture area to verify if I'm correct or not, 
but all my bibliographies so fa'r indicate that I'm correct-there is 
no such thing as a human activity known outside of industrial so-
ciety; it's either male activity or female activity. One cannot really 
proceed without the other, therefore there is a mutual interdepen-
dence which also limits exploitation-there can be as much patriar-
chal repression or destruction of women as you want-there are 
limits baked into it through the fact that concrete tasks are distrib-
uted and women are economically just as important as men. 
Illich on Self-Help 
I am moved by concern over a trend which manifested itself 
during the seventies. During this time professional, economic 
and political interests converged on an intense expansion of the 
shadow economy. As ten years ago Ford, Fiat and Volkswagen 
financed the Club of Rome to prophesy limits to growth, so 
they now urge the need for self-help. I consider the indiscrimi-
nate propagation of self-help to be morally unacceptable .... 
Unless we clarify the distinction between this self-help and 
what I shall call vernacular life, the shadow economy will be-
come the main growth sector during the current stagflation, 
the "informal" sector will become the main colony which sus-
tains a last flurry of growth. And, unless the apostles of new 
life styles, of decentralization and alternative technology and 
conscientization and liberation make this distinction explicit 
and practical, they will only add some color, sweetener and the 
taste of stagna~t ideals to an irresistibly spreading shadow 
economy. 
I found this passage from Shadow Work somewhat bewildering. 
We at RAIN use the term "self-help" freely as one of several 
catchwords to describe what it is that we do-what appropriate 
technology, community self-reliance, even RAIN itself, are all 
about. Furthermore I know that Illich thinks highly of RAIN and 
the kinds of projects we participate in and chronicle. I asked him to 
elaborate his concern with "self-help." His response: 
Self-help is an America~ concept, which has been adopted during 
Illich on RAIN 
I've never before been to Portland. Portland for me meant a lot 
for the last five or six years. It meant RAIN-because RAIN from 
Portland-you laugh? !-arrived in Cuernavaca, or in Germany, 
wherever I am, not every month, but 10 months a year. Do you 
know what RAIN is? You do? It is by far the most effective means 
of access to know what is happening out there in a new world of 
little islands in English-speaking societies where people unplug 
themselves. RAIN is a magazine which comes from Portland ... 
[applause] . .. 
For most people, I assume, RAIN magazine-I'm using RAIN 
magazine because it is the best which I know in the world for biblio-
graphical comment on books and activities by which people try to in 
one way or another unplug themselves from consumption, by 
which people try to get more pleasure, peace, joy out of doing 
There are no human concepts. Since there are no human activi-
ties but only male activities and female activities, there are no hu-
man concepts. All this is destroyed by the coming of genderless 
wage Irr and the corresponding theoretically genderless shadow 
work ( -Lit very differential access to desirable wage-labor for men 
and for women). 
The creation of new wage labor inevitably also generates 
new shadow work. New social services inevitably increase the 
disciplined acquiescence of clients. What is worse: shadow 
workers can be used to create shadow work of others . . . . Swe-
den might now be leading the world in the attempt to employ 
disciplined shadow workers (volunteers) in its social services. 
Now, there are two entirely different ways in which society can 
react in front of the decrease of available salary-mass: either by 
transferring unemployed males to do the same kind of work which 
we reserved since the 19th century for women at home-which I 
call shadow work-shifting the responsibility for the education of 
children from universities to men and women unpaid at home or we 
can seek ways of reconquering the vernacular domain,-which is out-
side of the economy, which is not shadow work. 
By saying this I know that I am opening a Pandora's Box as I 
haven't done before in my life .... 
the later sixties and seventies in mo~t other languages. It usually 
has a connotation which is very clear when the term is used. It 
means a projection of the division of productive and consumptive 
activities 'into the individual. Very frequently, in German, in 
French, in Italian, you refer to self-help, especially when you use 
the English word. What is meant is that the right hand produces for 
the left hand, that the individual himself gets split into a producer 
for his own needs which he then consumes. 
I see the interest of the industrial nation-state in controlling the 
"informal" sector. And I find the word "self-help" -which until a 
year ago I would have gladly and innocently used, only as a positive 
term-in~reasingly alienated and destroyed in its usefulness for 
me. When the United Nations, or governments, or professional 
schools speak about "self-help" they increasingly speak about an 
activity for which people must be educated-education for self-
help. Doctors speak about it, educators speak about it, because we 
conceive of self-help as a projection into the acting subject of the 
division between production and consumption which is characteris-
tic for commodity-intensive societies. 
Self-help increasingly is interpreted as an activity by which 
you-individual or group-generate, produce those values which 
you also then consume. Self-help is therefore used to designate 
state-controlled, professionally guided shadow work while, as far as 
I know, I, and most of my friends, tried to use that term.in order to 
indicate the voluntary, conscious return with modern means 'to 
subsistence activities, at least partially, in our lives. 
things on their own rather than consuming and then having to 
work to generate the funds for consumption. 
For most people RAIN serves as a guide how to do it . For me 
RAIN is a major philosophical proof. I was convinced for years that 
people ... would increasingly try to unplug themselves from con-
sumption. It is only after RAIN [and after bibliographies like those 
of Borremans (see RAIN April '80)] that I know that there are ten 
thousands of activities out there, each one different. We now have a 
list of about 1,000 bibliographies, and each bib1iography dealing 
with a different aspect of alternative technology or its social impli-
cations. Now, 1,000 bibliographies which are produced in a period 
of only 15 years represent an extraordinary activity out there, 
which is not noticed inside the establishment ... . 
-Ivan Illich, from his address to Lewis and Clark College, 
March 12, 1981. 
Roseland on Illich 
"By saying this I know that I am opening a Pandora's Box as I 
haven't done before in my life ... . " 
-Ivan Illich, conversation at Rainhouse, March 12, 1981 
Yes, indeed. As Illich himself readily acknowledges, his thinking 
in the last year has taken a significant turn from the direction of 
the last decade or so. It 's an exciting turn. I also expect he'll take a 
fair amount of flak for it from many corners, from dismayed stu-
dents to long-time critics . 
What's new with Illich? No longer does he symbolize de-institu-
tionalization-seeing the problem with education as schools; with 
health, hospitals; with transportation, automobiles. Now he is 
asking even harder questions-harder to conceptualize as well as 
to answer-such as why we need education or transportation in 
the first place. 
Comprehension is difficult here because, notorious a scholar as 
he is, Illich is not a visionary. When asked about his ideal society 
he talks about "vernacular life" but cannot describe it. "f can't 
imagine it, but I can study it!" he told an audience here. 
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A significant development is that Illich has discovered feminism, 
and in particular the ever-growing body of literature that makes up 
feminist history. Books like Ann Douglass' The Feminization of 
American Culture (New York: Avon Books; 1978) paved the way, 
through analyzing the development of activities such as house-
work, for Illich' s formulation of the notion of the shadow econ-
omy. "It is a terrible mistake, an idiotic mistake in which I'd also 
fallen," he told us, "to consider the domestic work of 19th century 
wives of wage-workers as nothing but a modern form of age-old 
reproductive activities. I challenge therefore the idea of Marxist 
'reproduction' as much as the capitalist concept of 'privilege of con-
sumption."' 
Illich himself provided the most su.ccinct summation of his 
growth in answering a question after his address here in Portland: 
"I have not spoken about de-institutionalizing education-I never 
used that word-I would perhaps have followed that line of thought 
15 years ago. I now am trying to do everything I c_an to reduce the 
need for education, transportation, medical care." o o 
-Mark Roseland 
ACCESS 
- - --- ------ - -- - - ---------- - -- -
ENERGY 
- -- - -- -- ------ ---------- - --
Lessons of the NASA Tech House (NAS 
1.21:442), by Richard Allaway, 1980, 38 
pp., from: 
Superintendent of Documents 
U.S. Government Printing Office 
Washington, DC 20402 
In 1976, NASA set out to build a house using 
every conservation technology they could 
think of, then had a family live there for a 
year to see how it worked. Some of the 
things they tried betray the engineering 
mindset of the people who designed it. For 
example, the house makes only minimal use 
of passive solar design techniques for space 
heating, while relying heavily on a compli-
cated activ solar system coupled to a water 
source heat pump. Other ideas, however, are 
worth a second look. 
The most revealing part of this study was 
the reaction of one member of the family 
living in the house: 
One of the main things that struck us 
about living in the Tech house was that a 
technically designed, very efficient house is 
not really the total answer to the question of 
saving energy for the entire family. We 
didn'! make as efficient use of the Tech 
UPPER 
MANIFOLD 
From The Solar Water Book 
COLLECTOR 
HEAT 
EXCHANGER 
house as we might have, partly because 
some of the features didn't fit into our !if e-
style very well. I would like to see a lot more 
attention devoted to the way in which the 
technological systems that we are going to 
use to meet the energy crunch interact with 
people's habits, the way they live, what they 
think about their house, and so on. -KB 
The Solar Water Heater Book: Building 
and Installing Your Own System, by Rog-
er Bryenton, Ken Cooper and Chris Mat-
tockA...1980, 69 pp., from: 
Renewable Energy in Canada 
415 Parkside Drive 
Toronto, Ontario M6R 2Z7 
CANADA 
This is one of the best books I've seen on 
building your own solar water heater. They 
give complete materials lists, detailed in-
structions, and drawings to help you build a 
thermosyphon system or an active system. 
Included are all those little tricks that make 
things easier to build and make things work 
better once the system is in place. The infor-
mation on start-up and troubleshooting is 
invaluable. -Gail Katz 
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Access cont. 
Canadian Renewable Energy News, 
monthly, $14.00/yr. from: 
CREN Publishing Lt4. 
P.O. Box 4869, Station E 
Ottawa, Ontario KlS 5}1 
CANADA 
Each month, hundreds of periodicals from 
around the world land in the Rainhouse 
mailbasket. In order to be well informed but 
not overwhelmed , we must plow through the 
basket selectively, and those few publications 
w~ich ~re unusually thorough or-thol)\ght-
provoking always get plucked out well 'ahead 
of the rest. The Canadian Renewable Energy 
News is one of these few. Its very readable 
articles , columns, and reviews provide an 
excellent means of keeping up with technical 
and political developments in solar, wind, 
hydro, biomass, and conservation, both in 
Canada and 'the U.S . The Canadian focus can 
be a real advantage to U.S. readers , both in 
reminding them of innovative projects going 
on north of the border and in providing con..: 
trasts and comparisons between methods of 
handling important issues in the two coun-
- -- -----·--- ---
NUKES 
- --~----------- - ---- -----
Secret Fallout: Low-Level Radiation from 
Hiroshima to Three Mile Island, by 
Ernest Sternglass, 1981, 306 pp., $5.95 
from: 
McGraw-Hill 
1221 A venue of the Americas 
New York, NY10020 
"The Silent Toll: Uncovering the Deadly 
Consequences of Three Mile Island," by 
Thomas Paw lick, Harro,wsmith No. 28 
(June 1980), $2.00 from: 
Harrowsmith · 
Camden East 
Ontario KOK lJO 
CANADA 
Dr. Ernest Sternglass, professor of radiation 
physics at the University of Pittsburgh, be~ 
gan his scientific career in the late 1940s, a 
protege of Albert Einstein . As he told Har:-
rowsmith associate editor Thomas Pawlick 
last year, he was imbued in those days with 
the promise of the peaceful atom . " There 
wasn' t a decent person .. . , scientist or 
engineer, who wasn' t looking forward to the 
great glory of the atomic age when eJectricity 
would be too cheap to meter and we would 
no longer have air pollution .... It just nev-
er occurred to me that anyone might build a 
reactor that would leak. ... " 
All that changed for Sternglass when he 
tries , like performance standards for renewa-
ble energy products; grassroots / industry 
conflict and coopera tion ; and government 
incentives or disincentives to development of 
renewables. Unfortunately, the biggest bar-
rier facing Canadians (as summarized by 
CREN columnist Jeff Passmore) is one we all 
instantly recognize: " solar is still not taken 
seriously in this country-largely because 
energy is not taken seriously . ... Canadians 
still use the wall plug pretty much at ran-
dom. And Ottawa woqld like to keep it that 
way. " -JF 
1980 Montana.Renewable Energy Al-
manac, by Nancy McLane, 1980, 214 pp., 
and 
The Montana Renewable Energy Hand-
book, by Jan Konigsberg, 1980, 144 pp., 
both free from: 
Montana Department of Natural 
Resources and Conservation 
32 S. Ewing 
Helena, MT 59601 
This is the kind of thing that every state 
should be doing. Montana Energy Almanac 
is a good summary of the energy issues that 
began to study statistical evidence of health 
damage resulting from low-level radiation. 
Beginning with the fallout from atomic 
bomb testing, he later moved on to the ef-
fects of nuclear reactor emissions. Again and 
again , his research uncovered the same ugly 
story: increases in spontaneous abortion , 
stillbirth, infant death, birth defects, leuke-
mia, respiratory problems and thyroid disor-
ders following in the path of nuclear contam-
ination . An ardent supporter of the nuclear 
industry now found himself transformed 
into one of its most vocal and effective 
critics . 
The story of Ernest Sternglass over the 
past two decades has been one of continuous 
statistical warfare: he flings his numbers at 
the nuclearestablishment which, in turn, 
flings them back ·with wholly different sets of 
conclusions attached. George Wald, Nobel 
Laureate in Physiology and Medicine, com-
ments in his introduction to Secret Fallout 
that Sternglass has an " exuberant way" with . 
statistics which has sometimes drawn criti-
cism, evert from fellow scientists who other-
wise supp~rt him on nuclear issues . Be that 
as it may, the clear message, both of Secret 
Fallout and· of Pawlick' s excellent Harrow-
smith article on Three Mile Island, is that the 
government and nuclear industry have long 
had a serious interest in silencing or discred-
iting him. Because Sternglass sees low-level 
radiation as a threat to the body's immune 
response system, his opponents' attitude 
toward information provides him with a dis-
turbing analogy : " you could say that free-
dom of information is society' s immune re-
sponse mechanism against dangerous social 
ENE~G'I EFFICIENT GREENMOU5E 
Landscape De~ign 
I 
trends [and] the irresponsible use of atomic 
power is in some ways like a cancer cell in 
society. If you cover up and suppress the 
news of its presence, the body won' t respond 
to control the cancer until it' s too late." 
Secret Fallout is important , both as the 
story of a courageous figure in the anti-nu-
clear struggle and as a historical record of 
two decades of debate over the role of the 
atom. Unfortunately, the author sometimes 
gets bogged down in his statistical analyses 
when the real drama lies in the fight for the 
free flow of information. That drama is bet-
ter captured in Pawlick's Harrowsmith arti-
cle, which also summarizes what Sternglass 
has to say about the long-term impacts of the 
Three Mile Island accident and provides one 
of the best layperson' s analyses I've seen on 
the controversy surrounding low-level radia-· 
tion . 
Both Sternglass and Pawlick are well 
worth reading; if you lack either time or 
money, opt for Pawlick. - JF 
The People of Thre~ Mile Island, inter-
views and photographs by Robert Del 
Tredici, 1980, 127 pp., $7.95 from: 
Sierra Club Books 
530 Bush Street 
San Francisco, CA 94108 
One week after the accident, Clair. Hoover, 
whose farm is near the Three Mi1e Island 
plant, saw his dairy cattle begin to abort and 
die. In all, he lost seven cows and thirteen 
calves. 
A few months later , local resident Jane Lee 
Montana is facing over the next few years. It 
begins with a concise description of the en-
ergy flows and trends within the state , then 
covers the full range of proposed projects, 
legislation , and agencies and organizations 
affecting Montana ' s energy future. 
Page for page, the Renewable Energy 
Handbook is by far the best introduction to 
renewable ener:gy technology I've seen. Its 
descriptions of small-scale conservation , so-
lar, biomass, and electrical generatiqn tech-
nology are up to date , complete, and very 
well written. Every sentence is packed with 
useful information, and Konigsberg has in-
cluded a series of good bibliographies f?J---
each type _of system. There is also asilperb 
24-page section detailing some of the sys-
tems, that have been built as part of Mon-
tana' s Renewable Energy Program. -KB 
Landscape Design That Saves Energy, by 
Anne Simon Moffat and Marc Schiler, 
1981, 223 pp., $9.95 from: 
William Morrow and Co. 
lOS Madison A venue 
New York, NY 10016 
Landscaping to save energy is a voice from 
began to notice trees in the vicinity which 
were totally defoliated with no discernible 
cause. She also found it curious that even as 
late as the summer of the following year, 
robins, bluejays, cardinals and finches 
seemed to be avoiding the area . 
Henry and Nancy Gilbert, who live near 
the plant and raise exotic birds for pet stores, 
returned home on the evening of May 16, 
1979, and found that 416 of their birds had 
suddenly died. The experts they consulted 
could offer no satisfactory explanation. 
From The People of Three Mile Island 
the past; the earliest home builders recog-
nized the many uses of plants. They re-
spected the local climate an:d understood the 
significant role landscaping could play in 
designing shelters to meet even the severest 
conditions. Contemporary architecture has 
removed itself horn the environment 
through the use of artificial injections of oil-
based climate controls. Moffat and Schiler 
have compiled knowledge from the past with 
advances in our understanding of physical 
processes in our environment to help us meet 
the future of ever-tightening resources. 
Clear concise diagrams and explanations 
make this book a useful guide for the home-
owner. Lists of species for each broad set of 
climatic conditions give the reader an appro-
priate shopping list from which to choose, 
and tables of solar angles and tangents and a 
map of climatic conditions complete the 
background information necessary. 
One point that wasn't stressed as much as 
I had hoped is the importance of using native , 
plants, both from an environmental and en-
ergy efficiency point of vie\N Not enough 
caution is used with regard to introducing 
plants into habitats in which they are not 
native. As a result we are plagued with hun-
dreds of species which have become invasive 
· Photographer Robert Del Tredici intro-
duces us to a cross-section of the people who 
lived through (and are still living through) 
the bizarre events surrounding the accident 
at Three Mile Island. His pictures and their 
words remind us that for many people on the 
scene, the real trauma began after the cool-
ing towers disappeared from the front pages 
and the CBS Evening News. More than any-
thing I've read in the two years since the 
accident, this book conveys the frustration 
experienced by many people in the towns 
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weeds. On th~ other hand, many of the 
plants which are used horticulturally are not 
suited to the environment in which they are 
introduced and a great deal of time and en-
ergy must be spent to provide a hospitable 
environment for them. Californians learned 
the hard way when drought forced them to 
think more carefully about their garden's 
moisture requirements. 
Read this book, use native species, and 
start saving up to 30 percent of your home's 
heating and cooling requirements. 
-Cathy Macdonald 
HEDOE PROTECTli.JG ~ ENTIUINCE FllDM HOT WINi::ii,, 
and on the farms of southeastern Pennsylva-
nia when faced with an often invisible enemy 
posing uncertain long-term consequences in 
the midst of official cover-up and denials of 
damage. 
That people like Clair Hoover and the 
Gilberts should have been deeply affected is 
not surprising. They have h~d clear evi-
dence, literally at their doorsteps, that things 
are not as they should be. For many of their 
neighbors the situation.is much less clear. 
"They think you have a screw loose or some-
thing if you go out and protest," says Geor-
gia Luckinbill, a registered nurse who lives 
seven miles from the plant. "They think that 
everyone who gets all excited over this is 
over-reacting." Her experience is echoed by 
Mickey Minnich, football coach at a local 
high school: "you see the light and they 
don't see it and you wonder why they don't 
understand what's going on." It is the invisi-
bility factor, as Del Tredici observes, which 
has been "the real wild card in the deck." For 
people like Luckinbill and Minnich, events 
which cannot be directly seen, smelled or 
tasted, and are repeatedly explained away by 
officials-, have taken on an eery "Alice in 
Wonderland" quality. For many of their 
neighbors, the fact that their senses have not 
been directly touched has only left them in-
sensitive. "I wish you could smell it," says 
Minnich. "I tell you what, if that would have 
been chlorine on March 28,. they would have 
evacuated everybody because you could 
smell it. It's irritating .... People would be 
coughing, vomiting. I wish it would make 
you vomit." -JF 
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Last month I was out touring projects that were funded by the Ore-
gon Department of Energy's Small Grants Program. The trip took 
me across the state to the Idaho border and back again. Everywhere 
I traveled I was impressed by the people and their work. Meeting 
Roger Mackaness and Cl if Graf, recipients of a grant for their mi-
cro-hydro installation, was an especially eye-opening experience 
for me. They led me in turn to Scott Sylva of Northwest Water 
Power Systems who supplied me with more information and in his 
turn directed me to Jim McPhee' s lengthy article on mini-hydro in 
the New Yorker(Feb. 23, 1981). Additional resources for this arti-
cle were Chris Wood's article "Dam Gold Rush" in the March issue 
of Canadian Renewable Energy News, and the books accessed be-
low. 
protestors in rural Minnesota. I have some heartfelt criticisms of 
any prerogative granted to anyone to condemn a person's land for 
the dubious "common good" private inte'rests determine. Standing 
by Trapper Creek with Clif, whose family had homesteaded that 
stretch of beauty generations ago, I was riled to think of someone 
else staking a claim to it . But if an acceptable feasibility study of the 
generating potential of the creek were submitted, the courts could 
rule in favor of condemnation. Trapper Creek would hardly be 
worth the effort, primarily because the cost to capitalize on the wa-
ter flow, compared with the kilowatts yielded, make such an enter-
prise for investment purposes less than cost effective. 
Now Clif and Roger are not looking to make a killing off Trapper 
MINING THE WATERS: 
ri'1 cashinQ in on 
by Carlotta Collette 
. The scene was classic Cascade woods (all hydro articles begin with 
water-side reminiscences). I was bruising my new no-nonsense 
Oregon rubber boots slopping my way down a cat road with Roger 
and Clif. We were en route to the low-head micro-hydro installa-
tion they are developing in c;lif's mile run of Trapper Creek on 
Larch Mountain. They were describing their project, pointing out 
the impoundment, the new track of pipe that would conduct the 
water to the turbine, and the old ram that had pumped irrigation 
water up to Clif' s farm for years. Their enthusiasm was catching 
but the trials and tribulations of permit procedures and other bu-
reaucratic balderdash kept slipping into the conversation: "And ya 
know, pretty near anyone can come in here and get the water rights 
to develop the hydro-electric potential of this creek or any other, 
private or public owned. If ya don' t want to sell it to them they can 
take ya to court and condemn the creek. They can claim eminent 
domain and just take it." 
Roger had just triggered a knee-jerk reaction in me. I'd spent a 
little time, previous to moving to Oregon, among the powerline 
, ' 
Hydro-power 
Creek. They're just gathering a little homemade electricity. So the 
scale of project they're engaged in (micro-hydro), and their heavy 
reliance on scrounging and hard work, becomes feasible even with 
very low head and flow rate . Larger hydro installations (called 
mini-hydro), particularly those operated pre-World War II and 
dormant since then, are the real little gold mines of this energy 
rush. · 
Two federal programs make it so. The Energy Act of 1978 com-
pels utilities to purchase electricity generated by smaller producers. 
Moreover they are required to pay these producers the " avoided 
rate" -the cost the utilities would otherwise have had to pay to 
expand their own electrical generating capacity. For added encour- . 
agement, 1978 also gave us the Windfall Profits Tax offering an 
energy tax credit (11 % ) on top of the standard investment tax credit 
(10%) which combine to significantly offset the costs of recycling 
deteriorated dams. Numerous businesses were started just after the 
Act took effect. I call them the "just add water" industries. 
With undeveloped hydro-power's calculated potential figured at 
470 billion kilowatt hours (not including the potential of micro-hy-
dro) and the "avoided rate" paid by utilities set at anywhere from 2 
cents to 8 cents per kilowatt hour, it is not difficult to recognize the 
source of the glint in speculators' eyes. Jim McPhee in his article for 
the New Yorker puts it this way: "One did not have to be a theoret-
ica~ physicist to figure out that if water was falling, say, twenty-five 
feet, where the annual average flow was four hundred cubic feet per 
second, it could turn modest turbines, that could turn small genera-
tors, that would earn, at six cents a kilowatt hour,· about two hun-
dred thousand dollars a year." Given an initial retrofit cost of any-
where from several thousand to several hundred thousand dollars 
(depending on the scale of installation, the condition of the existing 
equipment, and the inventiveness of the entrepreneur) these opera-
tions could turn a fairly quick profit . Since venture capital for put-
ting mini-hydro generated power on line is not readily available to 
· any but the moneyed interests, the unwashed public could be left 
out once again. Moreover, in all likelihood the small business hy- , 
dro-broker will in turn be bought out by the next size up until we 
see the sort of economic concentration already evidenced in the so-
lar industry. 
But this prognosis is only one side of the story. Certainly there 
are "East Coast Companies" scouring the countryside in search of 
workable water wheels, but much of the hydro under development 
is not underwritten by large corporations . Often small partnerships 
and families operate dams. Most of these projects did not start with 
huge outlays of cash. They are not managed by " unscrupulous profit 
mongers in glass-walled office complexes." They are "just folk" who 
have either homesteaded the site, purchased it on a mortgage, or 
leased it from its owner (in some cases the state or federal govern-
ment) . The motive is often less one of greed than of security and 
independence. The ethic is pure Protestant work. Instead of huge 
expenditures for new equipment and hired help, the site is worked 
by the owners themselves with mostly reconditioned parts and a lot 
of study and research. 
Interested? Well, first of all, this is no place for novices. Used 
equipment is often the wrong equipment and even the distributors 
may not know the details of site specificity. Do your homework (see 
accompanying access), get all the free help you can, and still be pre-
pared to spend quite a bit of money. 
Women and minorities have an advantage here (at least until the 
budget cutting takes effect). Special federal programs have been 
designed to draw us into businesses, especially the energy indus-
tries. (Contact the Small Business Administration, 1441 L St., 
Washington, DC 20416). McPhee describes one family's concern 
that lists the women in that family as all of its officers. 
Make use of whatever incentives you can. (Call your region or 
state energy office for details). Some of these only aid the big inves-
tor seeking tax shelters but a few can be taken as direct credits and 
don't require overly complicated tax reporting. 
Remember the economics of cost versus returns when determin-
ing the scale of your project. Micro-hydro is probably not going to 
make you rich overnight, but it won't leave you poor either . 
Homesteaders are finding that a micro-hydro installation can 
provide them with all the electricity they need, plus a nice little 
income when they run the meter backward, selling their surplus to 
the power company. I've become aware of instances where several 
families develop a small stream's potential together and spread the 
electricity among them. This is especially practical where the cost of 
utility hookups would be exorbitant and the cost of storing excess 
electricity equally so. 
Often the small towns surrounding abandoned dams reflect the 
disuse of the dam itself. Community investment, in rescuing the 
facility, can spark and support revitalization of other parts of the 
town as well. Even larger cities can benefit . Portland is currently 
conducting a feasibility study to determine the hydro-generating 
capacity of its Bull Run facility. Locally controlled hydro-electric 
power combined with conservation offers the possibility of stabiliz-
ing utility costs. Communities can become electricity producers 
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From Micro-Hydro Dev. in Idaho 
rather than just consumers, effectively disconnecting themselves 
from utility dependency. 
This amended scenario lends itself less to the kind of claim-jump-
ing shenanigans already manif~st in the move to hydro-monopoliz-
ing. Neighbor-to-neighbor transactions can rely on mutual respect 
and fairness rather than condemnation court proceedings. People 
like Clif and Roger can strike a bargain for barter, eliminating esca-
lating water rights purchase costs. The result is a more stable and 
economical resource for everyone. 
The hydro-electric generating capabilities within the state of New 
Hampshire alone can replace three nuclear power plants . The Pacific 
Northwest and the Tennessee Valley have long histories of reliance 
on hydropower (see "Northwest Power Play I and II, " RAIN Vol. 
VII, Nos. 4 and 5) only recently shadowed by the nuclear industry . 
But our goal must be more than just trying to get hydro back on 
line. We need to refine and disseminate the technology to be better 
able to exploit the energy potential while sustaining the ecologies of 
our rivers and streams. We need to create more incentives for mi-
cro-installations, while limiting subsidies which facilitate corporate 
takeover of the industry. We need to establish priorities that dem-
onstrate our commitment to the long range rewards of locally con-
trolled and responsive technologies rather than the instant gratifica-
tion of a technology of greed . No small agenda for the Reagan 
years . We have, as it were, our work cut out for us . DD 
ACCESS: MICRO-HYDRO 
A Guide to Micro-Hydro Development in 
Alaska (also: Oregon, Washington, and 
Idaho), 1980, from: each state's Energy 
Office, or: 
Region 10, Dept. of Energy 
1992 Federal Bldg. 
915 Second Ave. 
Seattle, WA 98174 
These books contain the full text of the 
NCAT hydro publication (listed here), plus 
all of the water rights and energy regulations 
of the respective states. They also include a 
section on federal assistance programs. Each 
has art·expanded bibliography covering peri-
odicals, articles, and pamphlets as well as 
books. Rumor has it that the Bonneville 
Power Administration is combining all of 
these into a larger Guide to Micro-Hydro in 
the Pacific Northwest, which sounds like a 
good idea, but isn't available yet. We'll keep 
you posted. -Gail Katz 
Micro-Hydro Power: Reviewing an Old 
Concept, by Ron Alward, Sherry Eisen-
bart and John Volkman, 1979, 60 pp., 
$5.25 from: 
National Technical Information 
Service 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
5285 Port Royal Road 
Springfield, VA 22161 
I used to live in the vicinity of the Trinity 
Alps near a stream that came down off a 
ridge, and I always wondered about generat-
ing my own electricity there. Three mem-
bers of the N CAT Technical Research Staff 
have written this good, concise introduction 
to small-scale hydropower which will set you 
on the road toward doing it rather than just 
wondering. The most valuable section of the 
book shows how to determine just how much 
energy you have in your stream and how 
much of that energy you can plug into. It 
also includes an introduction to equipment, a 
list of manufacturers, a section on econom-
ics, another on government regulations, and 
an excellent bibliography. So contact your 
local government, find out what permits 
you 'll need and get to know your stream. 
-Gail Katz 
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The Village As Solar Ecology: Proceedings of The New Alche-
my /Threshold Generic Design Conference, April 16-21, 1979, 
1980, 134 pp., $22.50 from: 
The New Alchemy Institute 
237 Hatchville Road 
East Falmouth, MA 02536 
Ecology is providing an intellectual framework that can link the 
polymer physics of a materials scientist to the electronic informa-
tion of the computer specialist, to structural forms of the architect, 
to experts in diverse energy systems , food culture, and waste recy-
cling and ultimately to the sociologist, anthropologist and artist 
who speak for the human condition. 
-John Todd, ecologist & designer 
All these disciplines are represented in the proceedings of The Vil-
lage As Solar Ecology, inspired by th e late Margaret Mead. Sixteen 
New Alchemists and twenty-one outside participants combined to 
form an incredible array of talent and expertise. Together they 
discussed village energy, architectural concepts and ecological cy-
cles along with th e historical roots of solar village ecology and the 
future of sustainable cultures. 
Paul Sun's essay on Feng-Shui, the ancient Chinese theory of 
village siting, and Ron Zweig's article on village-scale aquaculture 
are particularly interesting. The final section of the book consists of 
initial design plans for solar villages, one each in New York, 
Maine, Colorado and California. 
Integration of systems has always been the strength of New Al-
chemy's work. As suggested by the quotes and drawings reprinted 
here, this is an inspiring volume of technical expertise and social 
vision. 
-MR 
The Village as Solar Ecolo~ 
In the long run , energy probably isn't a terribly interesting prob-
lem, because we already know conceptually how to solve it, and are 
starting to do so in practice. If we get out in one piece, then we can 
get on with some of the really interesting problems: like water, soil 
fertility, food /population, climatic change, ecological resilience, 
social justice, and peace. In energy, technic is in a sense trivial : full 
of delights and traps for the techno-twit, but no longer full of deep, 
scary conceptual gulfs. But using energy to worthy ends, for right 
livelihood, is profoundly difficult, and is not a technical issue at all. 
-Amory Lovins, physicist 
Village Food Production. 
Ecological Integration 
Alternate streets or neighborhood cores are 
redesigned to house small l1sh farms. raised bed 
vegetable and berry produc11on and lru1t and nut 
trees Some of the space may be for community 
food gardening. wh1fe trees. aquatic fac1ht1es and 
growing beds could be leased to urban !armers who 
tend and locally market 1r1e c rops 
The model of the sustainable city need not be built all of a piece. 
It need not involve a radically different process from the way com-
munities get planned and built today. The critical aspect is the dis-
position of land, building guidelines and the design of life support 
systems. Ecological communities are possible right now, and the 
construction of some modest first examples might help to restore 
some of our lost hope. Visionary eco-designers ·need to join forces 
with number-crunching analysts and community leaders to create 
prototypes. Our more enlightened entrepreneurs, fat cats and poli-
ticians need to commit themselves to the idea. 
-Sim Van der Ryn, architect & ecodeveloper 
In the uni 
re-vision th1 
structures it 
structure its 
tant with tfr 
rise of the ec 
appearance c 
miniaturiza1 
-Williar 
. . . . . 
~~ ~···~· · 
It's not intellectually 
what holds society toge 
able and you can 't man 
-L. Hunter Lovins, 
... •Village agriculture could take many forms and devt: 
broad-based market economy. Its first priority is two-
its people and to restock the biological community rer 
food. 
-Colleen Armstrong, biological control specialist 
Biosl1elter Apartment 
The geodesic dome prow1es a year-round 
climatic envelope. Apartmen ts berrned in to tile ground 
ring the periphery creating simultaneous 1nlenor 
and ex terior views 
W1 th1n the dome is a lish farm. foun1a1n/aqua11c 
heating and cool ing. market gardening. a park and 
playground The exterior environment is an agricullural 
forestry landscape. Renewable energy sources power 
the whole system 
It is really only the automobile that makes us think of villages in 
primarily spatial rather than social terms. A village is not so much a 
place where a given house is located as the locus of a family, a fes-
tival, a garden or a fish pool , the major portion of the lives of many 
individuals, closely interlocked . In effect, we are talking about 
breathing new life into what we mean when we say that we live in a 
given place. 
-Mary Catherine Bateson, anthropologist 
lion of ecology and micro-electronics we are beginning to 
1e relationship of culture to nature . As the world re-
itself into a planetary culture, the nation-state will de-
:self into more viable areas of regional identity; concomi-
nis process is a de-structuring of the megalopolis. In the 
~cological and electronic village, we will not see the dis-
. of the city; rather we will see an intensification and 
ation of the city. 
1m Irwin Thompson, cultural historian 
y trendy these days to talk about such ideas as 
ether. It' s fuzzy and soft and non-quantifi-
1ufacture it out of old beer cans . 
. , sociologist & tree person 
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Drawings from The Village as Solar Ecology 
Grandparents [in 2030 will] amuse the children with stories 
about square tomatoes and featherless chickens. The featherless 
chicken was developed in the 1970s by reductionist technologists 
who thought they would help corporate chicken growers and proc-
essors to cut costs in cleaning chickens . The consequence was a fun-
ny-looking chicken that required such a warm environment that the 
energy costs were in excess of the cleaning costs. The moral of the 
story is that big money is a sure license for big foolishness. 
-Wes Jackson, biologist 
·elop into a 
>-fold: to feed 
ndering this 
More and more, I think a tools / models book will generate a vast . ~ i~~t 
first-generation village-activity all a:ound th~ wor~d, and from that -~f.~-:p.~ -f-1\ 
experience, from its successes and failures, will sprmg the really ~, --V 
worthwhile villages we' re all talking about. We can't begin to lay 
Domestic Sewage first enters a digester and gas 
producing unit. The gas is used to heat the digester. 
The effluent enters a second facility. a circular nver 
with transparent sides. 
The water flows counterclockwise first entering 
chambers filled with a dense. "forest' ' of aquatic plants. 
As the water is purified the diversity of organisms 
increases. Finally it is fi t for fish and their swimming 
range within the ring is a purification indicator The 
windmill drives an air compressor and compressed 
air is injected into !he facility when winds exceed 6 -8 
m.p .h. 
down all the rules at this time. 
-Malcolm Wells, architect 
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Low-Cost Passive Solar Greenhouses, by 
Ron Alward and Andy Shapiro, 1980, 
173 pp., $5.00 from: 
National Center for Appropriate 
Technology (NCAT) 
P.O. Box 3838 
Butte, MT 59701 
Solar Greenhouses Livin~ and Growing, 
Proceedings of the Second National Con-
ference on Solar Greenhouses, 1979, 328 
pp., $14.50 (includes postage) from: 
New England Solar Energy 
Association 
Box541 
Brattleboro, VT 05301 
Hands On!, How to Give an Attached 
Solar Greenhouse Construction Work-
shop, 1981, 49 pp., $6.00 from: 
Portland Sun 
628 SE Mill Street 
Portland, OR 97214 
Most of the literature on solar greenhouses 
is, by design, an overview. Rarely do books 
get down to the kinds of problems, solutions, 
and monitored comparisons that these three 
books cover. When I used to lecture on solar 
greenhouse design, construction, and horti-
culture, I found myself recommending very 
few basic texts: The Solar Greenhouse Book 
(Rodale), Th e Survival Greenhouse (Walden 
Foundation), Winter Flowers in Greenhouse 
and Sun Heated Pit (Scribner's) and the Pro-
ceedings from the First National Solar 
Greenhouse Conference (NESEA) . 
I've maintained that small list (perhaps 
suggesting region or topic specific additions 
occasionally) as general " best reading" till 
now. Suddenly there are three additions I'd 
make. 
Low Cost Passive Solar Greenhouses has 
the overview of some of the earlier books, 
and is really not all that unique in focussing 
on low cost, but shines nonetheless in two 
areas . The construction details are the very 
best I've seen. For example, until only re-· 
cently even manufacturers of corrugated 
fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP) provided 
only vague instructions for its installation: 
You were left to either figure it out for your-
ACCESS 
self or ask someone who'd done it correctly 
(if someone so experienced was handy). The 
NCAT drawings and text are so clear and 
simple I have difficulty remembering why 
the process ever baffled me when I was be-
ginning. The other area where this book ex-
cels is in its section on venting and cooling 
systems, subjects rarely explored adequately 
in more general books. 
Earlier greenhouse books suggested ways 
to cope with the rapid depletion of carbon 
dioxide (C02) in solar greenhouses where 
the reduction of air infiltration creates criti-
cal shortages, reducing photosynthetic reac-
tions to near standstill. Most of the methods 
were untried and unmeasured. Solar Green-
houses Living and Growing introduces work 
being carried out at the New Alchemy Insti-
tute that utilizes composting in the green-
house for both C02 and heat production. 
Robert Sardinsky' s paper describes their 
work with compost and the monitored re-
sults. The information is very encouraging 
for greenhouse operators. 
Other papers in these proceedings afford 
us the same sort of specific detailed data on 
topics as diverse as "Comparison of Tomato 
Yields as a Function of Light Levels in a 
Northern Solar Greenhouse" by Miranda 
Smith, and "Community Solar Green-
houses; Some Important Social Consider-
ations" by Nadia Beiser. 
A large number of greenhouses are being 
constructed on the barn-raising model with 
teams of people who learn while doing. Port-
land Sun is a small collective that has led 
over 300 people in more than 20 workshops 
building both solar greenhouses and simple 
hot water systems . Their experience shows 
in the guide they've produced for future 
workshop coordinators. You can avoid much 
of the trial and error syndrome by taking to 
heart the lessons they've learned. "There's a 
lot to do if_ you're going to plan, run, and 
follow up on a workshop. Therefore we're 
describing necessary jobs and listing them in 
the order in which they are likely to occur." 
Besides just good advice, this booklet offers 
useful bibliographies, seed sources, sample 
public service announcements and press re-
leases, and more. 
If you're ready to move from beginners' 
texts to more advanced ones, try these three. 
-CC 
/k4·TMM 
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CHEMICALS 
"Food Colors, A Scientific Status Sum-
mary," by the Institute of Food Technol-
ogists' Experts Panel on Food Safety and 
Nutrition and the Committee on Public 
Information, 1980, $1.00 from: 
Institute of Food Technologists 
221 N. LaSalle Street 
Chicago, IL 60601 
As an acknowledged devotee of label reading 
my ambivalence toward the presence of arti-
ficial additives in my tood has been a long-
standing one. Memories of the debate over 
FD&C red dye #2 (raised in the early '70s) 
and its purported carcinogenic properties 
only served to increase my suspicion. Recog-
nizing the need for more public education on 
the issue of food additives, the authors of 
this 8-page report cover a good bit of history 
and many of the questions surrounding food 
colors. 1 
Beginning their report with a rather con-
descending passage about the "world of color 
we live in," the authors argue the need for 
continued use of food dyes for cosmetic rea-
sons. Mindful of the national goal of moving 
the U.S. diet toward "higher nutrient den-
sity" food while reducing caloric intake (i .e., 
less junk food and more of the basics), these 
scientists believe that food appeal is of critical 
importance: "Legislation to ban food addi-
tives would create a dilemma for this aspect 
of our national nutrition program. " At the 
very least I think their analysis to be short-
sighted, but the background they provide is 
intriguing. 
Until the 18th century, food coloring was 
done through "natural" means-spices and 
condiments . By the industrial revolution, 
our increased chemical know-how enabled 
food manufacturers to exploit the value of . 
food colors for profit and brought the issue of 
health and safety to the foreground. 
An 1820 expose of the industry claimed, 
among other examples, that "pickles often 
owed their appet,izing green color to copper 
sulfate, a poison which killed unknown num-
bers of consumers .... " and "Gloucester 
cheese's orange color was frequently en-
hanced by the addition of poisonous red 
lead." In the years that followed, refinement 
in the coloring process and regulating legisla-
tion came to pass, limiting the number of 
approved dyes, while specifying manufac-
turing practices and purity. By 1938 the Fed-
eral Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FD&C) 
made certification mandatory in the U.S., 
changed the common names of dyes to num-
bers, and specified testing procedures to de-
termine the safety of food additives. · 
The remainder of the report discusses the 
use of natural pigments-an interesting op-
tion these scientists seem predisposed 
against-and the question of safety from 
both the FD&C standpoint as well as their 
own. It is the authors' belief that the mini-
mal health risks involved in artificial colors 
are worth the gamble, as "food which is not 
eaten has no nutritional value." 
After all is said and done, the question of 
safety is not really the major issue. The per-
centage of food coloring that we actually in- · 
gest each day is minimal but its implications 
are far greater. Artificial food colors are a 
symptom of a media-induced lifestyle that is 
heavily chemical and capital dependent rath-
er than adding to the "quality of life," as the 
authors imply. The only group that benefits 
from the desire for rainbow-hued candy and 
unblemished, brilliant-orange oranges are 
the corporations that "produce" them. 
"Food Colors" offers insight into a more 
conventional view of artificial additives and 
the arguments used to support them. The 
evidence they provide without doubt ended 
my ambivalence on the subject. -LS 
Circle of Poison: Pesticides and People in 
a Hungry World, by David Weir and 
Mark Schapiro, 1981, $3.95, from: 
Institute for Food and Development 
Policy 
2588 Mission Street 
San Francisco, CA 94110 
Continuing the ground-breaking work of 
their controversial November 1979 article in 
Mother Jones ("The Corporate Crime of the 
Century"), Weir and Schapiro have delineat-
ed the circular path of pesticide dumping in 
Third World countries that disables Ameri-
can workers in chemical plants and returns to 
us on the food that we import. 
"At least 25% of the U.S. pesticide ex-
ports are products that are banned, heavily 
restricted, or have never been registered for 
use here." That percentage is likely to in-
crease as the world-wide market for pesti-
cides increases exponentially. 
The World Health Organization figures 
estimate a pesticide-related. death happens 
every minute in the Third World. Yet the 
problem is not so much toxic chemical ex-
ports, but the massive overuse of pesti-
cides-encouraged by the multinational cor-
porations who produce them, the U. N. Food 
and Agricultural Organization (F.A.O.) and 
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international research institutes such as the 
International Rice Research Institute . Justi-
fied as a means of solving the problem of 
hunger in developing nations, the benefits of 
increased production rarely find their way to 
the poor. Instead, the increased production is 
for luxury crops, grown for export on land 
owned by the elite, while the poor bear the 
health risks involved . _ 
" Few Third World countries have either 
adequate regulations or the capacity to en-
force them. As a result, multin.ationals have 
a free hand." The U.S. Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (E.P.A.), authorized to 
screen imports for toxic chemicals as well as 
approve chemical production and use in this 
country, finds itself hamstrung in control-
ling multinationals and regulating pesticide 
use (see "Toxic Wastes Syndrome," RAIN 
January 1981). The regulating agencies of 
many Third World countries (often consist-
ing of one or two people) are entirely unable 
to manage the situation. Pe:;ticide poisoning 
in developing countries is much more com-
mon not only because of the harsh working 
conditions but because of the hazards of dis-
tributing toxic chemicals to people who are 
unfamiliar with their dangers, often cannot 
read, and receive inadequate information or 
protections. " Gramoxone, which contains 
the deadly weed killer paraquat, is not only 
sold in bottles-it's the same color as coke 
... s~all shops in Indonesia sell p~sticides 
alongside the potatoes, rice and other foods. 
II 
The " chemical time bomb" of pesticide 
dumping on Third World countries is begin-
ning to have its effect on foreign relations. 
The publicity surrounding such inajor 
chemical incidents as the Malathion poison-
ing of hundreds of Pakistanis in 1976 has 
caused embarrassment, to say the least . As 
Third World people (most notably Noel 
Brown, a Jamaican and the North American 
representative for the United Nations Envi-
ronment Program) raise their voices against 
the use of developing countries for pesticide 
dumping, the industrialized nations are be-
ginning to respond. Efforts to standardize 
the global trade in toxic wastes and compile 
data on toxic chemicals and their harmful 
effects is being initiated through the Organi-
zation for Economic Cooperation and Devel-
opment (OECD) based in Paris. 
Like the remainder of IFDP's publications, 
the intent of Circle of Poison is not to merely 
shock but to mobilize individuals and com-
munities toward action. The numerous ex-
amples of pesticide poisoning and immoral 
corporate decisions cited in this publication 
emphasize once again the need to redistrib-
ute the concentration of power to allow peo-
ple to take an active part in decisions that 
affect their lives-both at home and abroad. 
Suggestions on where to .write letters and 
how to get involved conclude this notewor-
thy book, along with several appendices on 
pesticide imports in particular countries, 
pesticide manufacturers, and seed company 
acquisitions made by these same corpora-
tions. -LS 
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The stresses of the 1980s on both industrial and Third World na-
tions, as they cope with the global transition to sustainable energy 
and resource-based economies, will force a major r~thinking of the 
traditional economics of world trade. 
Most current economic theorizing is still based on the experi~nce 
of Britain, France and other colonizing countries which in the 17th 
century sought raw materials and markets in order to extend their 
trade and empires. Adam Smith's view of the benefits of " free mar-
kets" introduced the world to the idea of comparative advantage : 
i.e., Smith assumed that it benefits all nations to specialize in pro-
ducing those goods and services for which they are best suited and 
then trade these goods and the raw materials' for their production in 
a world marketplace. 
This 200-year-old comparative advantage pattern allowed for 
huge increases in total world production of manufactured goods and 
services, distributed rare raw materials, created nations' special 
patterns of economic development and the growth of global linkages 
via transportation and communications, and opened the door to 
many new possibilities for cultural exchange and global awareness . 
Yet events in the 1980s will force economists of all stripes to over-
haul theories of unalloyed advantages of continually increased 
world trade based on their concepts of global economic efficiency. 
From Adam Smith to Global Chaos. 
We see rising evidence today of the social costs this world trade sys-
tem is generating. We see the growing impossibility of managing 
any nation's domestic economy, as they all ride the globally-iµ-
teractive " roller-coaster" of wo~ld trade and monetary systems, 
since no government can hope to keep adju~ting anew each morning 
as the world's currency exchange markets open. These domestic . 
stresses are symptoms of time lags and mismatches between econo-
mists' theories and the computer-speed movements of global cur-
rency, banking transactions, ·and capital combined 'with the slower-
paced ·physical changes of redeployment of workers , policy 
machinery, and the real-world problems of structural inertia which 
economists' models ignore. Thus we see new debates in many na-
tions on how to adjust to these rapid.destabilizations : U.S. agony 
over its auto and steel industries; Denmark' s hard choices over pro-
tecting its agricultural and dairy industries; Polan.d's indebted so-
cialist government deferring to advice from Western, capitalist 
bankers ; and Third World countries reeling from staggering debt 
loads, dependency on imported oil , plus the ubiquitous crises of 
trade and payments imbalances . 
These local destabilizing effects of the existing world trade and 
monetary systems can no longer be grasped or debated in obsolete 
economic terms, where some idealized " global efficiency" ( quanti-
fied and equilibrated by prices) is presumed to be the shared goal. 
This narrow economic view of " efficiency" (in purely money 
terms, whether dollars , yen, francs or rubles) ignores substantial 
political, social and ecological costs. This abstract " world market-
"Re-i~dustrialization" suggests 
little more than backing into the 
future looking through the 
. . 
rearv1ew mirror. 
place" game-which addresses only " effective demand" (i.e . , de-
mand expressed in money terms) and ignores human need, struc-
tural barriers, cultural, social and ecological costs-will achieve its 
hypothetical goals of " global economic efficiency" only by disor-
dering every local society and ecosystem on the planet. .Such are the 
pitfalls of economics , a discipline which still dismisses these costly 
realities as " externalities, " and is based on frictionless , theoretical 
concepts quite out of phase with the messy real-world problems of 
actual production, workers , institutional bottlenecks , declining re-
source quality and the massive structural transition required for the 
renewable-resource based economies of the future . 
Pragmatic but baffled politicians must deal with these real-world 
problems, conhised by the obsolete terms of their economic advi-
I 
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Rethinking 
the Econom,ics 
of World Trade 
© by Hazel Henderson 
sors. They are told that "protectionism" is a dirty word, together 
with "mercantilism," "autarky ," "quotas." and ,.'tariffs" -all rec-
ipes for "beggar-thy-neighbor" policies that must be foregone in 
the name of "free trade." But this "free trade" in the unreal "world 
marketplace" is leading not to world peace and global economic effi-
ciency but to dilemmas of domestic disruption, social breakdown, 
ecological depletion, even violence and revolution. 
Jamaica: Racing the Clock 
The case of Jamaica is a bellwether with which we can re-examine 
various theories in light of the new forces at work. For almost a 
decade Michael Manley's socialist government was mocked by the 
structural dependencies of Jamaica's cash-crop and raw materials 
export-based economy, hooked in typical neo-colonial patterns to 
the world trade roller-coaster . These vulnerabilities of excessive 
inter-linkage to a global system well beyon·d Manley's .control re-
flect the pathologies of small, weak countries still addicted to such 
trade patterns requiring continual "fixes" of external capital infu-
sions and causing increasing indebtedness, whether to the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) or other Northern Hemisphere-con-
trolled financial institutions. Breaking such cycles of dependency 
would mean many years of painful withdrawal and an economic 
re-orientation toward domestic agricultural self-reliance, local 
manufacturing to add value to raw materials, revival of indigenous 
crafts and culture, and retraining of workers-while simultane-
ously restructuring and forging links based on regional trade, bar-
tering and monetary agreements. Re-integrating such econm:nies 
into more localized patterns better fitted to local cultures and eco-
systems could gradually replace the vagaries of the world trade sys-
tem. 
But Jamaica ran out of time. Mr. Manley's valiant attempts to 
confront the IMF and the world trade and monetary system, while 
trying to explain its inequitable workings to his impoverished peo-
ple, did help to create a new framework for rethinking and debate in 
such 1980 documents as the Terra Nova Statement signed in King-
ston and the Arusha Declaration issued in Tanzania. But Manley's 
efforts were overwhelmed by events and the very destabilizations 
he sought to explain and mitigate. Mr. Seaga' seven less workable 
formulas hark back to the obsolete comparative advantage model 
and will only exacerbate Jamaica,.s dependenCies in the world trade 
arena, also well bey.ond Seaga' s control. Indeed, one could put 
Adam Smith himself in charge of Jamaica and it would make little 
difference. Karl Marx might do little better, since these structural 
dependencies cannot be mitigated by "economic development" poli-
cies alone, but must include social, cultural and regional issues in-
~orporating local resources. 
Indeed, one could put Adam 
Smith himself in charge of Jamaica ' 
and it would make little difference. 
The View from Europe 
The need to reth1nk the entire body of economic theory on world 
trade-and what constitutes "development" itself-is clear in the 
case of Jamaica and many other Third World countries pushed to 
the wall by these new forces and catastrophic social costs. Further 
evidence of this bankruptcy is visible in countries once considered 
the pillars of the world trade system. Britain, Denmark, Sweden, 
France, the 0.S. and even Germany are all showing similar signs of 
pathology: rising balance of payments deficits; destabilization of 
whole sectors of their domestic economies; rising unemployment 
and inflation; tax revolts; and social conflicts over the no-longer-
growing economic pie. Politicians are forced to act in new ways de-
spite economic theories ruling out "protectionism." British holdout 
Margaret Thatcher clings to the old Adam Smith model, wracking 
the economy with high interest rates, increasing unemployment 
and bankruptcies in the smaller business sector, while promising 
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reduced inflation and better times in some ever-receding future 
(despite the grim realities that daily polarize Britons further to the 
left and right). Even Britain' s invisible exports (s'ervices , insurance, 
etc.) may soon fall into deficit after a century of surpluses, due 
ironically to the repatriatio,n of profits from North Sea oil to U.S . 
oil companies . Thus the old world trade game is turned on its head : 
The economies of the dawning 
Solar Age will require a closer fit 
with local cultures and skills, as 
well as local resources .and 
ecosystems. 
It is better to be an investor in someone else' s country than to have 
foreign investments in one's own country! 
Even Sweden, long an example of enlightened industrialism, is 
ending an era of labor-management accord to free balance-of-pay-
ments deficits, tax revolts, and rising oil import bills. Here too , the 
issues must be discussed in real terms, not heroic economic abstrac-
tions: Should Sweden retain any domestic steel industry , using its 
still high-quality ores in small, rural mines? Or should it buy all its 
steel from Taiwan with earned foreign exchange while closing down 
small producers, adding to welfare rolls and depopulating rural 
Sweden further? 
Shbuld Swedes buy all their shirts made from oil-based polyester 
from Hong Kong at the social costs of closing domestic textile in-
dustries, further centralization of their economy, and an increasing 
population of welfare recipients? Or should Sweden retain arid de-
velop a customized textile industry based on local fabrics skills and 
patterns for a more specialized "carriage trade" market which 
would keep people employed where they are in the smaller towns? 
Similar dilemmas face Mr. Reagan's administration in the demands 
of automakers and their unions to subsidize Chrysler and Ford and 
restrict imports of more fuel-efficient Japanese cars. 
It is clear that the economists' all-purpose generalizations, such 
as " protectionism" or " global efficiency," are not sharp enough 
tools to analyze each different case. For example, the U.S . ~uto in-
dustry may be unsustainable in its current state of managerial inef-
ficiency and it might be more socially efficient to give workers , who 
were not to blame, a guaranteed income for life than to bail out 
managers and stockholders with tax monies . The issues in Sweden, 
Britain and other countries will be based on real world consider-
ations and new trade-offs between complex social costs beyond e~o­
nomic calculation. They cannot be framed in the over-aggregated 
terms of macro-economics such as "average" unemployment, infla-
tion, investment, and GNP growth, when all these terms no longer 
fit any real-world case . 
Toward a Solar Economics 
Today, the key issues must be discussed in plain language: to what 
extent should any country be inter-linked on the world trade roller-
coaster-and to what extent does this increase or decrease domestic 
vulnerability and destabilization? At what rates can various sectors 
of a domestic economy adjust to global monetary flows and events, 
and what are the social and ecological costs of such adjustments? 
What are the political, economic-,. and technological consequences of 
world trade dependence, vis-a-vis domestic self-reliance? 
None of these issues lend themselves to old economic formulas. 
Neither can they be discussed under catch-all slogans such as "re-
industliialization," which suggests little more than backing into the 
future looking through the rearview mirror, while begging the 
question of which sectors to subsidi'ze, bail-out, let stand or fall in 
the world trade arena. Most leaders will continue to be pressured to 
bail out the "dinosaur industries" of the past, based on unsustain-
able resource- and energy-intensity, rather than to capitalize the 
future economy, which has no vested interests or constituency ex-
cept the young and future generations. 
Future economies may foster increased domestic tranquility and 
self-reliance, smaller enterprises, more bartering anq regionalism 
and require less dependence on export-led, GNP-measured "eco-
nomic development." Capitalizing the renewable-resource based 
economie~ pf the future may at the same time help solve the social 
costs of today's world trade instabilities, since the economies of the 
dawning Solar Age will also require a closer fit with local cultures 
and skills, as well as local resources and ecosystems . DD 
Hazel Henderson is the author of The Politics of the Solar Age: 
Alternatives to Economics, forthcoming from Anchor/Doubleday 
this spring. 
RESOURCES 
---- ----------
World Guide to Libraries, Fifth Edition, 
edited by Helga Lengenfelder, 1,030 pp., 
1980, $225.00 from: 
Gale Research Company 
Book Tower 
Detroit, MI 48226 
This remarkable volume, with its entries for 
42,200 libraries in 167 countries, is not likely 
to be one. you'll use often, and it almost cer-
tainly is not one you'll want to buy for your 
personal bookshelf (yes , the price listed 
above is correct!) . Nevertheless, if you, like 
many RAIN readers, have interests which 
are diverse, unusual or even bizarre, you 
may be thankful if your local librarian has 
the World Guide handy. Its massive index 
will J?Oint you to specialized library collec-
tions in 378 subject areas-including medie-
val archeology, paleobotany, Polynesian 
literature, Zoroastrianism and the chemistry 
of fats and oils! 
Some of the subjects not specifically noted 
(like solar energy, community development, 
appropriate technology and organic agricul-
ture) are reminiscent of Ivan Illich' s observa-
tions (RAIN VI: 9, 5-6) about the alternative 
"counterfoil" research of recent years which 
has resulted in hundreds ()f volumes you 
won't find on many librarians' reference 
shelves. Fortunately, many of these volumes 
are on the shelves of the Rain Community 
Resource Center, so there may be occasions 
when you'll do well to bypass the 42,200 
libraries listed in the World Guide and route 
your research questions our way. - JF 
ACCESS 
FOREIGN 
Science for Villages, $7/yr. individuals, 
$10/yr. institutions, available from: 
Editor 
Science for Villages 
442001 
Wardha, (M.S.) INDIA 
This four-year-old journal is published by a 
group of scientists and social workers who 
strive to be a link between the scientific com-
munity working in labs and the poor of de..: 
veloping countries behind th~ "doors of mud 
huts." Though it's not clear what segment of 
the poor they address (probably small farm-
ers rather than the landless poor), Science for 
Villages has an interesting mix of spirituality 
MEDIA 
Publicity Is Power: A Media Handbook 
for Energy Activists, by Diane Mac-
Eachern, 1980, 32 pp., $2.00 from: 
Center for Renewable Resources 
1001 Connecticut Ave. N.W. 
Rm. 510 
Washington, DC 20036 
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and scientific integrity, envisioning the vil-
lage as the "matrix" where "man could live 
closer to mother Nature and brother Man." 
The first featured article I read in SFV, 
11 Are Artificial Fertilizers a Panacea?" was a 
welcome sight. In plain English, and in a 
somewhat modest tone, the author refutes a 
recently published article in an Indian peri-
odical which criticizes the use of organic fer-
tilizers .. The SFV writer turns the argument 
around in support of organic farming with 
good effect. 
In the same issue there is a comparison of 
two gas plant systems-a urea plant and a 
bio-gas plant. The terminology used in de-
scribing both systems says a lot about the 
authors of this publication-they are clearly 
advocates of small-scale, labor-intensive sys-
tems. 
With its unusual mix of ideas, Science for 
Villages will be worth watching in the 
months ahead. -LS 
Need to learn some media skills fast? This 
booklet will take you only a few minutes to 
read, yet will give you enough key pointers 
to get you started-on press releases, inter-
views, free advertising, even ca,hle TV! De-
signed as a public relations handbook for 
energy activists, Publicity ls Power is a valu-
able tool for anyone learning how to work 
with the media. -MR 
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William R. Day 
Kurt A. Schloth 
Between 1925 and 1950 America' ~ traditional reliance on woodburn-
ing domestic heating collapsed under the impact of amazing growth 
in fossil fuel production and' the consequent fall in price of both oil 
and gas-fired central-heating systems. Lacking oil and gas reserves 
of their own, Western European countries never made this conver-
sion. England, Norway, Germany, and many other countries in 
that region continued to improve and refine their traditional wood-
and coal-burning domestic heating appliances. Their design suc-
cesses,.and their resulting near-uni'versal use of biomass for domes-
tic heating, led inevitably to both public and government corn;ern 
over increases in noxious emissions and increased air pollution over 
large areas. 
Woodburning technology was reborn in America less than a dec-
ade ago as a result of skyrock~ting fossil fuel prices, periodic short-
ages, and public concern occasionally bordering on panic. Wood-
stove sales in America have averaged about a million a year for the 
last two years, and currently we use more energy derived from the 
burning of wood than we do from nuclear power plants. Although 
the· process is far from complete, American energy consumers and · 
American manufacturers of woodburning stoves are rapidly becom-
ing more sophisticated. The number of marginal manufacturers is 
dwindling rapidly, and stove buyers are learning about design fea-
tures that can make one stove more efficient, more durable, or 
both, th~n another stove. Some loc~lities with high concentrations 
of woodstoves are experiencing air-quality problems, and local gov-
ernment agencies are expressing their concern through conferences, 
press releases, and calls for legislative action. 
Developments in Woodburning Technology 
The surviving American stove manufacturers are intensely com-
.petitive, jealously protecting their market share and seeking to ex-
pand it at the expense of other manufacturers. A number of the 
largest and most successful qf these manufacturers are now adver-· 
rising their own concerns with the public effects of their products . 
Adopting a tone similar to that of Exxon and Gulf Oil, these manu-
facturers express a lofty concern with the safety, efficiency, and 
non-polluting qualities of their products. . 
The drive towards product improvement is real , and it 1s motivat-
ed by the traditional stimuli of capitalism, greed and fear. New in-
dustry-wide goals are emerging to improve efficiency, reduce pollu-
tion, and increase safety and durability, and the largest 
manufacturers are spending money on research and development to 
achieve these goals. Although lip-service still exists, the trend is 
toward bonafide improvements as manufacturers fear eventual in-
tervention and possible regulation by government at on~ or more 
levels. 
Old-line European manufacturers were aware of the awakening 
market ~n America. In the mid-1970s a cooperative research project 
began between the government of Norway and A/S Jotul, a stove 
manufacturer since 1844. After working for five years, they have 
recently and cautiously announced their development of a new, 
freestanding, woodburning heater (their Model 604) which boasts 
· extremely high efficiency and consequent low emissions. The tech-
nical details of how this stove works will be unveiled at the Interna-
tional Conference discussed later in this article. The worldwide rep-
utation of the J.otul foundry for quality, durability, and ease of 
maintenance make this product .something to look forward to . It 
should be on the market next fall. 
In this country, the Corning Glass Works has developed a cata-
lytic combustion device for use in wood stoves : The combustor is 
designed to burn volatile gases at temperatures between 500 and 
850 degrees Fahrenheit, gases which might otherwise leave the 
stove unburned and mingle with the atmosphere. These gases rep-
resent potential heat energy contained in the wood; unburned, they 
constitute wood smoke, wasted energy , and air pollution that in 
sufficient concentrations may cause health problems for some peo-
ple. The purpose of the combustor is to foster secondary.combus-
tion, a feature wo.odstove designers have been striving to achieve in 
many ways arid with varying degree5 of success for hundreds of 
years. At the Wood Heating Alliance tradeshow held in New Or-
leans this February, several manufacturers' prototypes incorporat-
ing catalytic combustors were shown and enthusiastically received 
by the industry as a potential solution to the pollution problem. 
We ;mticipate a more limited usefulness for this 4evice for the 
following reasons: 
1. Certain materials burned in a combustor-equipped stove will 
quickly ruin the combustor. Should the stove operator lapse from 
his operating instructions and burn paper printed with colored inks , 
or plastic or other types of household trash , the combustor will be 
rendered useless. 
2. Replacement cost for the critical parts of the combustor are 
very high ($100), and though these costs are coming down with 
increased production, it does not appear likely they will ever be 
cheap owing to their use of precious metals as a vital ingredient. 
3. Many new appliances featuring the combustor are designed 
and assembled in such a manner as to make future repairs difficult, 
if not impossible. This design philosophy unfortunately continues 
to prevail among many American stove manufacturers. 
A New Relati 
4. The haste qf one manufacturer to market his product has al-
ready led to the spread of inaccurate information about it to both 
the industry and the public. It is possible that the catalytic combus-
tor may already be obsolete, when its performance is compared 
with other new technologies arriving in the marketplace. 
Another approach towards fostering safety, durability, efficien- , 
cy, and low levels of pollution has been the research originating at 
the University of Maine under the direction, of Richard Hill on 
woodburning cei:itral-heating systems. Three highly efficient cen-
tral heating systems have been developed by licensees using Dr. 
Hill's patents . Details ·of their general operating principles, and the 
names and addresses of their manufacturers are included in " Wood 
Furnace Tips" in Rainpaper No. 1, 1981 revision . 
The State of Oregon has provided further encouragement to do-
mestic manufacturers tu improve their -products by providing a test-
ing program. Sponsored by the Pacific Northwest Regional Com-
mission of Oregon's D~partment of Energy, and by .the U.S . 
Environmental Protection Agency in cooperation with Oregon's 
Department of Environmental Quality, the program invited manu-
facturers to submit for testing the appliances they believed to be · 
highly efficient and low in emissions. Tests were conducted in and 
around the Portland area in December, 1980, and several general 
conclusions can be drawn as a result: 
1. Central heating systems performed much better th;:ln did 
freestanding stoves . 
2. Most emissions were produced at the very beginning of the 
burning cycle. · 
3. The water-jacketed furnace had the lowest particulate emission 
rate of all units tested. This may be due in part to the unit's high 
Catalytic Combustor 
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burning rate, turbulent air-fuel mixing, and the fact that only one 
end of the logs are burning at any one time, which helps to mini-
mize incomplete combustion. 
4. When compared with other available stove-emission testing 
results (Monsanto , 1980; Compila.tion of Air Pollutant Emission 
Factors , U.S.E.P.A. , 1977) which are generally agreed to have used 
" average" America stoves, the baffled woodstove and the catalytic 
combustor-equipped stove in Oregon's test did not appear to signi-
ficantly r_educe particulate emissions. 
More complete details of Oregon's test results can be obtained by 
requesting a copy of the press release dated March 16, 1981 from 
Janet Gillaspie, Oregon DEQ, at (503) 229-6488. Her mailing ad-
dress is P.O. Box 1760, Portland, OR 97207. 
Persons seriously interested in the future of direct combustion of 
solid fuels as an alternative to our use of fossil fuels and nuclear 
power should consider attending the 1981 Iliternational Conference 
on Residential Solid Fuels . The conference will be held in Portland 
June 1-4, 1981, and a copy .of the preliminary program is available 
fro~ Dorothy Malek, Conference Coordinator, Oregon Gradu~te 
Center, 19600 NW Walker Road, Beaverton, Oregon 97006. Her 
telephone is (503) 645-1121. Speakers and participants from Swe-
den, Canada, New Zealand, Norway, Ireland and the U.S. indicate 
that this will be an extremely important and informative four-day 
conference. 
Bill Day is the author of Rainpaper No. 1, Consumer Guide to 
Woodstoves, available from RAIN for $3.60. 
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----+--
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RUSH 
" Intensive Urban Food Production" is the theme 
of a seminar to be held i~ Wilton , N .H., May 
22-24. Designed for community organizers, the 
seminar will focus on techniques for maximizing 
food production in inner city gardens . Participants 
will learn how to improve soil fertility, make 
raised beds, and integrate small fruit production, 
aquaculture and small-scale solar devices into an 
urban setting . Contact the Rural Education Cen-
ter, Stonyfield Farm, Wilton, NH 03086, 603 / 
654-9625 . 
An alcohol fuel technology and production 
workshop will b.e held at Navarro College in 
Corsicana, Texas, May 21-23. Topics will in-
clude economics, chemistry, microbiology, 
and government regulations. There will be 
hands-on experience in processing and distil-
lation of alcohol. Contact Wayne Burkhalter, 
Jr., Agriculture Dept., Navarro College, Box 
1170, Highway 31 West, Corsicana, TX 75110, 
214/874-6501,ext.278. 
The International Farm Placement Service is a 
non-profit operation which brings together or-
ganic farmers and volunteer workers from differ-
ent parts of the world. The farmers gain an extra 
hand, and the workers receive meals, a place to' 
sleep , organic agricultural experience, and in-
creased intercultural understanding. If interested, 
contact !FPS, c/ o Bruce Dempster, St. Johns Col-
lege, Annapolis, MD 21404. 
The Organize Training Center, a group which 
works to build effective, democratic, self-funding 
community organizations, will be holding its next 
workshop in community organizing, May 29 to 
June 1, in San Francisco. Purpose of the workshop 
will be to provide an overview of the philosophy, 
strategy, and tactics of mass-based organizing. 
Participants in previous workshops have .come 
from groups as diverse as the Gray Panthers, Eas-
ter Seal Society, National Lawyers Guild, and 
World Council of Churches. Contact Organize 
Training Center, 1208 Market Street, San Francis-
co, CA 94102, 415/552-8990. 
Practical aspects of producing and preserving 
food for the individual, family, and commu-
nity will be the focus of "Personal Food Pro-
duction," an educational program to be held 
June 22-24 in Fairview, Alberta. The program 
will also include dialogue on various aspects 
of the present Canadian food production sys-
tem, including centralization of power., di-
minishing land base, water shortages, and 
rising energy costs. For information contact 
Peaceworks, c/o Fairview College, Box 3000, 
Fairview, Alberta TOH 110 CANADA. ' 
The Ecotopian Clean Energy Collective, a regional 
network of Pacific Northwest energy activists, will 
hold an organizational gathering in Portland, 
Oregon, May 23-24. Everyone is invited to come 
and share ideas, experiences and knowledge which 
can be used to make ECEC an effective tool for 
spreading the use of appropriate energy sources in 
the Pacific Northwest. Write ECEC, Route 2, Box 
277, Colville, WA 99114, or call 5031231-0774. 
Do ·you have a business which minimizes the 
production of hazardous wastes? Do you 
know of any innovative projects in hazardous 
waste reduction or recovery? If so, Pollution 
Probe would like to hear from yo.u. The Cana-
dian group plans to use the case studies which 
it collects in an industry-directed guidebook. 
Send information to Moni Campbell, Pollu-
tion Probe, 12 Madison Avenue, Toronto, 
Ontario M5Jl 2Sl CANADA. 
Goddard College will again be offering its famous 
summer program in social ecology this year. The 
program focuses on the social roots of the ecologi-
cal crisis and explores technical and social alterna-
tives. Among the subject areas to be offered are 
the ecology of health, women and ecology, the 
city in ecological perspective, biological agricul-
ture, and energy-efficient. shelter. For det.ails con-
tact Goddard College, Plainfield, VT05667. 
"Jobs for the '80s, " a conference to inform com-
munity-based organizations about trends in feder-
al policies to create jobs for low-income and unem-
ployed people, will be held in Washington, D.C., 
June 16-18. The Center for Community Change, 
which is sponsoring the event, has invited key 
policymakers from the White House, Congress, 
and the Labor Department to provide answers to 
questions about federally funded job creation, 
economic development programs, youth and 
minority unemployment, etc. (As things look 
now, they'll have plenty of explaining to do!) . 
Contact Center for Community Change, 1000 
Wisconsin Avenue N .W ., Washington, DC 
20007,202 /338-4712. 
A pern:iaculture conference, co-sponsored by 
Tilth, Friends of the Trees, and Children of 
the Green Earth, will take place near Port-
land, Oregon, May 8-10. The event will pro-
vide an opportunity for farmers, gardeners 
and horticulturists to share information and 
ideas for creating a sustainable agriculture for 
the Pacific Northwest. For details contact 
Tilth, 13217 Mattson Road, Arlington, WA 
98223,206/435-4648. 
The John C. Campbell Folk School, Brasstown, 
N.C., announces its 1981-82 work-study program 
designed to prepare participants for a homestead-
ing lifestyle. Students will live, learn and work at 
the folk school for two four-month sessions and 
take part in intensive courses in such areas as 
organic gardening, shelter design and construc-
tion, and homestead planning. The fall session 
will be held September 6 to December 19, 1981, 
and the spring session will be held January 17 to 
May 1, 1982. For more information contact' the 
John C. Campbell Folk School, Brasstown, NC 
28902. 
The War Resisters League will be holding its an-
nual organizer's training program July 30 to Au-
, gust 14 in Deerfield, Mass, and New York City . 
Purpose of the program is to develop skills needed 
for organizing in the nonviolent movement, and to 
present a range of political and philosophical ideas 
related to the movement. Write WRL, 339 Lafay-
ette Street, New York, NY 10012 , or call 212 / 
228-0450. (Deadline for completed application is 
Junel.) 
The Farallones Institute, New Alchemy Insti-
tute and Chinamerican Corporation announce 
sponsorship of a series of two- and three-
week China study tours between June and 
December. Participants will be able to select a · 
tour emphasizing either agriculture or renew-
able energy systems. For details contact China 
Study-Tours, Farallones Institute, 1516 Fifth 
Street, Berkeley, CA 94710, 415/525-8081. 
A Community Service Conference on the concept 
of "H_uman Scale" will be held Jul~ 17-19 in Yel-
low Springs, Ohio . The conference will feature 
Kirkpatrick Sale , author of the book Human Scale. 
For details contact Community Service, Inc., P.O. 
Box 243, Yellow Springs, OH 45387, 5131767-
2161 
Executive Director wanted: the-Alternative· Energy 
Resources Organization (AERO) needs a capable . 
fund raiser/organizational and fiscal manager. 
Person selecte.d will help develop programs and 
supervise them as well as coordinate the work of 
Board, staff and members. Salary modest and 
negotiable. Send resume immediately to AERO, 
424 Stapleton Bldg., Billings, MT 59101, 406/ 
259-1958. 
"The Politics of Hunger: Building Citizen 
Effectiveness for Bread and Justice" is the 
theme of a two-week leadership program for 
activists and educators to be held in Washing-
ton, D.C., June 15-26. The program will fea-
ture roundtable discussions with prominent 
national and international specialists in pov-
erty.:.related food and development issues, 
alternating with workshops, group reflection 
sessions, visits to Congressional hearings, 
and individual participant research among 
Washington agencies. For information or ap-
plication contact World Hunger Education 
Service, 2000 P Street N.W., Suite 205, Wash-
ington, DC 20036, 202/223-2995. 
A number of programs in small-scale food produc-
tion and renewable energy systems are being of-
fered at the Farallones Rural Center this spring, 
summer and fall . For information send a large 
self-addressed envelope to Farallones, 15290 Cole-
man Valley Road, Occidental, CA 95465, or call 
7071874-3060. 
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New to RAIN? Here's your chance! 
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Take one 5-gallon bucket with top ; drill drainage holes in the bot-
tom of the bucket and air holes in the top. Dunkin Donuts buckets 
are very good, I've found. 
Place the bucket on a drip pan. I use the top from a metal 5-gallon 
bucket my co-op gets vegetable oils in. 
ake one pound of peat moss and ten pounds of potting soil. 
Sprinkle loose peat moss to cover the bottom of the bucket. Fill 
bucket one third full with mixed soil and moss. 
Take 150 or so worms from the bottom of a heap of leaves (take 
some of this leaf compost with you, too) or buy them from a bait 
shop as bait called " red wigglers" or "red wrigglers." Add the 
worms to the bucket and fill it another one-third full with more 
mixed moss and soil. 
You should have a light, porous soil that is almost moist, espe-
cially if you added the leaves and leaf mold from the leaf pile. 
Feed the worms all your vegetable wastes, except for citrus peels 
and meat. Coffee grounds or similar finely diced materials are per-
fect. Chop vegetable ends and peelings as finely as you care to, the 
finer the better. 
Add the worm food to the bucket and turn it under the soil with a 
trowel, being careful not to harm your worms. You should be able 
to see many fat, healthy worms, young worms and egg cases. Keep 
your worms in a shady place (I keep mine beneath my sink), be-
tween 50 and 95 F, and in a neutral soil, neither acid nor alkali. 
They will eat as much of your kitchen garbage as you feed them. 
Occasionally, you may drain some moisture from the drip pan to 
fertilize your plants or take some soil for potting seedlings. 
One 5-gallon container can handle from one to four people. I 
have used this system for a full year for myself and for six months 
with 2 other people. 
You may never take out the garbage again. 
George Mokray 
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